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Exam 5106/9106 – Retake Fall 2019

1. Assume ti has the following distribution:

f (t;σ
2) =

1√
2πσ2

exp(−0.5t2/σ
2)

Suppose n= 4 and t takes on the following values in your sample: 0.386,0.012,0.058,−2.07.

(a) Write down the log-likelihood for an i.i.d. sample of size n.

(b) Derive the score.

(c) Derive σ̂2MLE , the ML estimator of σ2 from the score and compute it.

(d) Derive the standard error of σ̂2MLE .

(e) What is the MLE estimate and of the standard error of σ̂ .

(f) Test for H0 : σ = 2 against H1 : σ 6= 2 at the 5% significance level using the LR,
Wald and LM test.

2. Consider the following dataset with outcome y that is bounded between 0 and 1, a
binary treatment d and a binary instrument z:

+------------------+

| z d y |

|------------------|

| 0 1 0.907 |

| 0 0 0.542 |

| 1 1 0.884 |

| 0 0 0.699 |

| 1 0 0.113 |

| 1 1 0.015 |

+------------------+

(a) Compute the first-stage estimate?

(b) Compute the IV estimate of the effect of d on y.

(c) Estimate the average potential outcomes y0 and y1 that are identified for the com-
pliers, always-takers and never-takers.

(d) Compute the no-assumption bounds on the average treatment effect (ATE).

(e) Bound the ATE assuming that E[yk|d = 1]≥ E[yk|d = 0]

(f) Suppose d is having at least a high-school degree and y is earnings. Explain why
or why not you believe the assumption E[yk|d = 1]≥ E[yk|d = 0] is reasonable.
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3. The Stata output below reports information on a sample of 2,000 women of whom
about two-thirds are in work. You are interested in estimating how much an average
woman of a given age and education would earn if she would work (remember, not
everybody works). Denote this relationship as

wage∗i = β0 +β1education+β2age+ εi (1)

(a) Consider β1. Explain why an OLS regression of (1) in the sample of working
women may be biased, and in what direction you expect the bias to be.

Someone suggests to estimate the relationship of interest using a Heckman selection
model using whether a woman is married and the nr. of children as an exclusion re-
striction. The output below reports estimates of the propensity to work and equation
(1) using Heckman’s two-step method.

(b) Explain the basic intuition behind the two-step method.

(c) Explain the role of the exclusion restriction.

(d) Explain why or why not you believe that married and nr. of children satisfy the
requirements for consistent estimation of (1) using the selection model?

(e) Is there evidence of selection bias in the Stata output below? Explain.

. describe wage work educ age married children

storage display value
variable name type format label variable label
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------
wage float %9.0g hourly wage; missing , if not working
work float %9.0g 1 if working
education byte %8.0g years of schooling
age byte %8.0g age in years
married byte %8.0g 1 if married spouse present
children byte %8.0g # of children under 12 years old

. sum wage work educ age married children

Variable | Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------

wage | 1,343 23.69217 6.305374 5.88497 45.80979
work | 2,000 .6715 .4697852 0 1

education | 2,000 13.084 3.045912 10 20
age | 2,000 36.208 8.28656 20 59

married | 2,000 .6705 .4701492 0 1
children | 2,000 1.6445 1.398963 0 5

. probit work education age married children

Probit regression Number of obs = 2,000
LR chi2 (4) = 478.32
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000

Log likelihood = -1027.0616 Pseudo R2 = 0.1889

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
work | Coef. Std. Err. z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
education | .0583645 .0109742 5.32 0.000 .0368555 .0798735

age | .0347211 .0042293 8.21 0.000 .0264318 .0430105
married | .4308575 .074208 5.81 0.000 .2854125 .5763025

children | .4473249 .0287417 15.56 0.000 .3909922 .5036576
_cons | -2.467365 .1925635 -12.81 0.000 -2.844782 -2.089948

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

. predict xb , xb

. g ll = normalden(xb) / normal(xb)
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. reg wage education age ll

Source | SS df MS Number of obs = 1,343
-------------+---------------------------------- F(3, 1339) = 173.01

Model | 14904.6806 3 4968.22688 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual | 38450.214 1,339 28.7156191 R-squared = 0.2793

-------------+---------------------------------- Adj R-squared = 0.2777
Total | 53354.8946 1,342 39.7577456 Root MSE = 5.3587

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
wage | Coef. Std. Err. t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]

-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
education | .9825259 .0504982 19.46 0.000 .8834616 1.08159

age | .2118695 .0206636 10.25 0.000 .171333 .252406
ll | 4.001616 .5771027 6.93 0.000 2.869492 5.133739

_cons | .7340391 1.166214 0.63 0.529 -1.553766 3.021844
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Critical values of χ2(d f )
Significance level

df .10 .05 .01
1 2.71 3.84 6.63
2 4.61 5.99 9.21
3 6.25 7.81 11.34
4 7.78 9.49 13.28
5 9.24 11.07 15.09
6 10.64 12.59 16.81
7 12.02 14.07 18.48
8 13.36 15.51 20.09
9 14.68 16.92 21.67

10 15.99 18.31 23.21
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